
RRC INTERNATIONAL – STAND N10
Kevin and Nick will be on stand N10 throughout the 
two-day show to answer any questions you may have 
on RRC’s HSE training and consultancy services. 

The training provider will be offering discounted places 
for the NEBOSH Certificate, Diploma and IOSH courses 
taking place in Manchester, Leeds and Newcastle. For 
those who want to travel further afield for training, the 
team can also do deals for courses at the Aberdeen, 
Glasgow, London, Dubai, Tunis, or Tbilisi centres.

RRC will showcase the new NEBOSH Certificate online 
courses at Health & Safety North, and visitors can 
discover why the online courses are so popular and 
deliver such good pass rates.

For those who are thinking about studying the new 
NEBOSH Process Safety Management course, Nick will 
be able to demo RRC’s online course, which is based 
on NEBOSH’s own study materials.

There is a special show discount of 20% on all online 
courses, a prize draw for £500 training vouchers and 
some great runners-up prizes.

If you are looking for economic ways to train groups of 
staff, talk to the RRC team about in-company training 
and annual training contracts for their open and 
online courses.

Managing Director Gary Fallaize commented: “Last 
year’s show was a great success for RRC and it is in a 
great location with great enthusiasm from the visitors. 
Please visit the RRC stand where Kevin and Nick will 
look after you and demonstrate how effective our new 
online courses really are.”

www.rrc.co.uk

SITEZONE SAFETY – STAND F22 
SiteZone Safety will be showcasing its portfolio of 
proximity warning systems at Health & Safety North 
2018, stand F22 at the Event City, Manchester from 9-10 
October. 

Speaking ahead of the event Director Gary Escott 
said: “The SiteZone team will be on hand to share 
information on our safety innovations, and answering 
questions on how we could assist you in making your 
site operations safer. This year we have been focusing 
on improvements to anti-collision safety in the waste 
and recycling sectors as staff/vehicle collision risk is 
still a high priority. We look forward to engaging with 
influencers with insight at the show.”

The team will be on hand to demonstrate the full 
range of SiteZone radio frequency identification (RFID) 
proximity warning alarm systems including:

SiteZone proximity warning system
SiteZone uses radio frequency identification (RFID) 
technology to warn pedestrians and drivers of each 
other’s presence. Using vibration as well as audio 
and visual alerts, SiteZone lets the driver know when 
a pedestrian is close to the vehicle and warns the 
pedestrian that their safety is compromised.

SiteZone variants:
• SiteZone has evolved into smart variants including 

the UK’s first wireless proximity warning system, 
SiteZone iNstant, for easy and quick installation 
without cables. 

• BucketZone is a SiteZone option specially designed 
for use on extendable parts of plant machinery. 

• OverSite is a telematics option for SiteZone and 
represents the biggest development since the 
product was originally introduced. It collects 
essential data from SiteZone in the event of a zone 
breach and saves to the cloud to help managers 
monitor and improve site safety.

• Dumper Advance is a SiteZone variant specifically 
designed to prevent collisions between forward 
tipping dumpers and site workers. Robustly 
designed, a discrete antenna can be placed directly 
under the skip of the machine, which allows for the 
creation of a larger detection zone at the front of the 
vehicle which is the major point of concern.

www.proximitywarning.com/
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